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	Competing in today's world requires a greater emphasis on strategy, long-range planning, and decision making, and this is why businesses are building data warehouses. Data warehouses are becoming more and more common as businesses have realized the need to mine the information that is stored in electronic form. Data warehouses provide valuable insight into the operation of a business and how best to improve it. Organizations need to monitor their processes, define policy, and at a more strategic level, define the visions and goals that will move the company forward in the future. If you are new to data warehousing in general, and to Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) in particular, and need a way to get started, the Oracle Warehouse Builder is a great application to use to build your warehouse. The Oracle Warehouse Builder (OWB) is a tool provided by Oracle that can be used at every stage of the implementation of a data warehouse right from the initial design and creation of the table structure to ETL and data-quality auditing.


	We will build a basic data warehouse using the latest release of Oracle Warehouse Builder, 11gR2. It has the ability to support all phases of the implementation of a data warehouse from designing the source and target information, the mappings to map data from source to target, the transformations needed on the data, and building the code to implementing the mappings to load the data. You are free to use any or all of the features in your own implementation.
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Recommender Systems for the Social Web (Intelligent Systems Reference Library, Vol. 32)Springer, 2012


	The emergence and deployment of new digital communication technologies (3G

	mobile networks, digital television, xDSL, home automation networks, etc.) has

	led to a gradual increase in speed while a steady decline in prices at Internet connections.

	Moreover, since much longer ago, the continuing advances in electronic

	technology...
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Universal Meta Data ModelsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Create world-class MME solutions using this set of ready-made meta data models
    Your company’s prosperity depends on how well you gather, retain, and disseminate knowledge. By implementing a Managed Meta Data Environment (MME), you can effectively manage your data and information technology applications in order to achieve a strategic...
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Professional WebGL Programming: Developing 3D Graphics for the WebWrox Press, 2012

	Everything you need to know about developing hardware-accelerated 3D graphics with WebGL!


	As the newest technology for creating 3D graphics on the web, in both games, applications, and on regular websites, WebGL gives web developers the capability to produce eye-popping graphics. This book teaches you how to use WebGL to...
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Fear of Math: How to Get Over It and Get on With Your Life!Rutgers University Press, 1994

	This book has a vast potential audience. It is addressed to all of you who have negative feelings about mathematics, whatever the reasons. My main motive for writing this book is to show you that you are not to blame for those negative feelings. Most likely you are a victim of the many conditions in our society that bring about fear and...
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Pro Silverlight 5 in VBApress, 2012


	Silverlight is a framework for building rich, browser-hosted applications that run on a variety of

	operating systems. Silverlight works its magic through a browser plug-in. When you surf to a web page

	that includes Silverlight content, this browser plug-in runs, executes the code, and renders that content

	in a specifically...
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Sun Certified Enterprise Architect for J2EE Study Guide (Exam 310-051)McGraw-Hill, 2003
100% Complete Coverage—All official test objectives for the Enterprise  Architect for J2EE exam are covered in detail

Hands-on Exercises—Step-by-step instructions modeled after classroom labs

Exam Watch—Warnings based on thorough post-exam research identifying the most  troublesome exam topics and how to answer...
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